The budding of defective human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) particles from cell clones persistently infected with HIV-1.
Three cell clones producing large numbers of infectious or noninfectious particles of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1), designated M 10/LAV-2, M 16/LAV-3, and MT/LAV-17, were isolated from persistently HIV-1-infected MT-4 cells. In M 10/LAV-2, the HIV-1 proteins were defective in the cleavage of gag precursor protein, and the particles were doughnut-shaped with a double-ring structure. These particles were produced by budding at the cell surface from crescentic structures followed by the formation of double-ring structures. The viral proteins in M 16/LAV-3 were defective in the cleavage of env precursor protein. The morphology of the virus particles was intact, and an electron dense bar-shaped core was seen inside a single-ring enveloped structure. The intact particles were released from the cell surface by a budding process in which crescent shape structures first appeared at the cell membrane, then subsequently just before release matured to a complete structure with an electron dense core. In MT/LAV-17, the synthesis of HIV-1 proteins was normal, and the particles were teardrop-shaped with an intact core structure. These particles were produced by budding with an electron dense core at the cell surface. Thus, it was suggested that the morphological maturation of HIV-1 particles was completed just before release from the cell surface in several cell clones producing HIV-1 particles of different morphology.